Bantam and Senior Boys
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Play-off Rules/Reminders
1 – After a whistle, the time is only to start once a player on the court touches the ball. Time is not stopped after a
basket.
2 – As per FIBA, each team is allowed 2 time-outs in the first half and 3 time outs in the second half. All 3 cannot be
taken in the last 2 minutes of the fourth quarter.
1 time-out is added per OT period.
3 – Time-out after a basket can only be called by the non-scoring team.
4 – If a time-out is called after a basket, the player is still allowed to run the baseline for the inbounds play.
5 – Offensive fouls count as a team foul, but In the case of bonus, no shots will be awarded.
6 – Bantam only: Players must play man to man defense once ball crosses half court. Pressing/double teaming is allowed
in the teams back court, providing the score is less than 10 points. 1 warning then a technical foul will be given.
Senior boys only: Zone or man-to-man is allowed providing less than 10 point difference.
* Automatic half court defense, even on transition, when team is up by 10 points or more *
7– As per FIBA rules, only one coach can be standing, the other coach must be seated. And please respect your coach’s
box.
8– Participation rules must be adhered to. Failure to respect participation results in an automatic loss. All players are to
play the same amount of shifts or a 1 shift difference. If a player comes in late (before the buzzer ending the first
period), that player can play 2 shifts less than the player who played the most amount. Please make sure scorer
noted on score sheet a player arriving late.
9– When the game clock shows 2:00 minutes or less of the fourth period and of each extra period, following a time-out
taken by the team that is entitled to possession of the ball from its backcourt, the subsequent throw-in shall be
administered at a point between 3-point line and half court line in the team’s front court OR at in the backcourt,
coach’s decision.
10- Subs: Free subs only in fourth quarter. Allowed on a dead ball, and in the last 2 minutes of bottom of the fourth,
subs is allowed on a basket by the non-scoring team. No subs between 2 foul shots, only before or after the
second shot (if shot is made).
11- Players must have proper uniform; Brookwood shorts, proper jersey, black or white shirts only permitted
underneath their jersey. No jewelry is allowed. Failure to have proper uniform results in a personal foul (not
counted as a team foul)
12- 2 Techs or 2 Unsportsmanlike fouls, or a combination of both, will result in player being disqualified from the game.
A tech for swearing out of frustration (not directed at anyone) does not count in disqualifying a player.

OVERTIME
-

5 minutes
Free subs are permitted.
Teams stay playing in the same direction as 4th quarter
Start decided by possession arrow
OT fouls will be counted towards bonus with the 4th quarter fouls
When the game clock shows 2:00 minutes or less the ball will be moved up to the point mentioned
above following a time-out OR it stays in the backcourt, coach’s decision.

